URBAN TRIBE (Lowlanders Białystok)

TASK1. Is American football popular in Poland ?
What’s the difference between American football and European football?
TASK 2. Watch the video about American football team from Białystok. Are the members of the team
professional players?
http://www.wykop.pl/link/2962181/prima-co-l-lowlanders-the-urban-tribe/

TASK 3. Complete the blanks with appropriate words

We are living on the edge of the wild forest within limits of the great metropolity. Everything we have
built 1……………...….. is a result of our hard training, sharing our sweat, blood, 2………………….. and tears.
3 . ………………………...the many adversities we have faced as a team, we remain 4……………….... on the
ultimate goal to win a championship. The 5………….... we receive and the individual 6……………. made by
our players, have lead us to the place we are now as a Team. Could you even imagine building such a
fine thing in the region, where American football is 7…………….… only from movies or foreign television?
We had to plough the 8…………………….… and tough territory to make it ours while living our normal
lives as gravediggers, vikings, lawyers, chefs, doctors, students, husbands and fathers. When we step
onto the field, we leave it all 9……………………. We leave the world and it's 10……………………… behind.
Our Tribe during hard times only 11…………….….. bigger and stronger because we know how to live and
act as one. We love the game of American Football with a passion that runs deep as our love for our
mothers, fathers, wives, and children. We have one focus. One 12……………….……. .
And that is to WIN a 13………………………………….…

TASK 4 (easier option of TASK 3) Complete the blanks with the words from the table
ups and downs, championship, so far, in spite of, goal, injuries, grows, support, rough, focused,
sacrifice, known, behind

TASK 5
Make five meaningful sentences using as many words from the table as possible.

AUTHOR: URSZULA RAJCZYK, LISTENING AND READING 5.
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KEY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

so far
injuries
in spite of
focused
support
sacrifice
known
rough
behind
ups and downs
grows
goal
championship

Film: Prima[co]l Lowlanders. The Urban Tribe. Promo klubu futbolu amerykańskiego Promacol Lowlanders Białystok,
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